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Play Game Stream features that enable you to play the same game on
four different screens; as a gamepad, TV, or computer monitor, and on
streaming sites like Twitch and YouTube. It also includes experimental

support for the iPad Pro, allowing you to watch a high-fidelity stream on
your TV while you play on the iPad. All the major games in our Games
Library are playable using Game Stream, no matter your screen size,

from the smallest smartphone to the biggest TV, and now iPad, though
Game Stream works best on tablets and PCs. The game streams to your
tablet and streams to your TV in 720p 4K via the Oculus Quest. It's also
available for the Oculus Go, and the upcoming Oculus Quest 2, bringing

new ways to play your favorite games. Now you can apply post-
processing filters to your games while you play. Change the look and

mood of your game with tweaks to color or saturation, or apply dramatic
post-process filters like HDR right from our in-game overlay. To use

Game Filters, check Enable Experimental Features in Settings, update to
the latest driver (release 390 and above), and press [Alt+F3] from one of
over 100 supported games. Steps to enable Virtualization Step 1: Set the

virtualization to "Off" or "Delete" Step 2: Start the LDplayer emulator.
Step 3: If the emulator has not loaded up, check the BIOS settings to

ensure that Virtualization is set to "Off" or "Delete" With most games, the
LDplayer emulator runs a bit better when virtualization is disabled. To

make it more clear, there is a 10-20% increase in performance. The same
is observed with the Intel's emulator. So, if you are worried about

virtualization, you can disable it and get a bit of performance increase.
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